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THE SAFE DESIGN STANDARD®

THE SAFE DESIGN METHOD

Security Achieved through Functional Environmental Design (SAFE Design)

First-ever comprehensive, systematic, and standardized certification program focused on reducing the 
risk and fear of crime through design.

• Reduce the fear and risk of crime.

• Establish territoriality and promote a sense of stewardship among site/building users.

• Use informed and desired design to aid in the detection, deterrence,and delay of unauthorized
access.

• More functional and esthetically pleasing environments compared to properties that have been
overtly fortified.

Designed to be applied to clients’ new build projects or existing facilities, sites and spaces the SAFE 
Design Standard® methodology involves two-levels of review: 1) an analysis of the specific geographic 
and site-use risks inherent to a project, and 2) a risk-informed, comprehensive, and systematic physical 
assessment of the project’s site and buildings. SAFE Design can only be applied by a SAFE Design 
Accredited Professional (SAFE-AP™)

At its core, the SAFE Design Standard® has been developed so designers and security professionals 
consider how desired design, aesthetics, and functionality can together contribute to overall security, with 
security and control technologies supporting and complementing these design considerations. Essential 
to the application of the SAFE Design Standard® — or any other crime reduction through design strategy, 
method, or program — is recognizing the possible connections that exist between security threats and the 
physical, social, and even cyber environments

As with traditional approaches to environmental crime reduction, the SAFE Design Standard® 
includes the assessment of site access points, wayfinding and signage, pathways and roadways, 
barriers and fencing, visibility and illumination, mechanical and computerized security technologies, 
and other design elements intended for controlling access and movement within and around 
a building or site. Expanding on traditional approaches, the SAFE Design Standard® includes a 
rigorous, systematic and standardized evaluation of a property’s  landscape, buildings and interior 
spaces using evidence-based quantitative measures.
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CLIENT SECTORS

The SAFE Design Standard® methodology can be applied to virtually any type of built environment. 
Regardless of usage, size or location, all public or private sector properties stand to benefit from SAFE 
Design Standard® certification.

The key client sectors for the SAFE Design Council are:

• Federal, State/Provincial,
and Municipal Buildings

• Public Parks, Recreation Centers,
and Equipment/Storage Yard

• Public Safety Facilities
and Related Facilities

• Hospitals and Clinics

• Ambulatory Care Centers

• Medical Offices and Labs

• Single Detached Homes +
Townhouse Complexes

• Apartment Buildings

• Recreation and Vacation Properties

• Public and Private Elementary,
Middle, and High Schools

• College and Technical Institute
Campuses

• University Campuses (Including
Student Housing Complexes)

• Financial Institutions

• Office Buildings + Shopping Complexes

• Hotels and Resorts

• Corporate and Technology Campuses

• Data Centers and Secure Research Facilities

• Subway/Transit Stations and other Public 
Transportation Sites

• Airports/Seaports and Border Crossing 
Inspection

GOVERNMENT SECTOR

HEALTHCARE

RESIDENTIAL

EDUCATION SECTOR

COMMERCIAL

SPECIALIZED
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SAFE DESIGN AND LIONS GATE

Lions Gate Risk Management Group was specifically 
selected by the SAFE Design Council as the first 
Accredited firm to provide SAFE Design Consulting 
services based on the firm’s exceptional leadership, 
impeccable national reputation, and unique 
professional capacity.

With crime reduction specialists on staff, and security 
consultants with over 20-years combined designing 
out crime experience, working with property owners, 
managers and strata councils, architects, designers, 
developers and planners, we are a well-qualified 
partner for SAFE Design Council. 

Our new build experience includes small scale to 
large scale projects, outline planning for single build 
to large scale developments, including land use and 
master planning. Our existing build risk assessment 
experience is extensive, covering government, 
education, healthcare, commercial, residential, and 
specialized risk clients. 

Lions Gate is client-led; a concept, not market, 
driven organization. There are no affiliations tying 
us to specific security products or services. Within 
the team we have over 100 years law enforcement 
experience, and a strong academic pedigree in our 
intelligence team. Our knowledge and combined 
experience of offender behavior is extensive, and 
this allows us to provide qualified direction. 

LGRMG is the first independent security consultancy company to undergo SAFE 100 
and SAFE 200 training and to receive accreditation from the SAFE Design Council 
and become SAFE Design Accredited Professionals™ (SAFE-APs™).
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SAFE DESIGN COUNCIL

The objective is to reduce the risk and fear of crime by providing a scholarly-based, industry-informed, 
and continually evolving crime reduction through design methodology and corresponding professional 
accreditation and project certification programs. The SAFE Design Council provides research, training, 
and advice that supports practitioners and projects to achieve enhanced physical security through place 
and context-sensitive design. Learn more at: www.safedesigncouncil.org

YOUR TEAM

SCOT FILER

MIKE MCCAFFERTY

DOUG MAYNARD

ALISON SHERLEY 

MIKE FRANKLIN
Chief Executive Officer

ASP, CPP®, SAFE-AP™
Vice President Risk Management 

Services

President and COO

PhD, SAFE-AP™
Vice President Strategic Decision 

Support

CPP®, ADCertED&CP,  
SAFE-AP™, LCGI

Vice President Risk Management and 
Community Safety
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“The added value Lions Gate brings
 to the design process is the breadth of design 

knowledge, skills and multi-disciplinary abilities 
in our team, combined with the expertise 

on the SAFE Design Council.”
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